When you create a poster or presentation, or write a paper, you are creating an original work and are the owner of the COPYRIGHT of that work! It is important for you to understand your rights, the rights of other people whose work you might be including in your own work, and how to allow people to reuse your work, if you choose to do so.

Copyright

What it is: Legal right

What is protected: Original works of authorship including literary, dramatic, musical, and artistic works, such as poetry, novels, movies, songs, computer software, and architecture

Not protected: Copyright does not protect facts, ideas, systems, or methods of operation, although it may protect the way these things are expressed

When is my work protected? As soon as it is fixed in a tangible form

Who owns the copyright when there is more than one author? All authors own the copyright equally

When I deposit my work in Digital Commons, do I still own my copyright? Yes!

When I publish with a commercial journal, do I still own my copyright? Probably not, unless you negotiated to retain it

Asking Nicely (Permissions)

Sometimes you need to include information in your work that appeared in other in someone else’s work.

If you will be distributing this, for example, depositing the work in an institutional repository at your university or publishing it in a paper or your thesis or dissertation, you need to ask permission. After all, that work is the creation of someone else, and they own the copyright.

If information is a graph or image in a journal or book, you typically need to contact the publisher. If it is in an unpublished manuscript, you typically need to contact the author. Librarians can help with this!

What is Publishing?

Your work has been published as soon as copies of your work have been distributed.¹

Depositing your work in an institutional repository increases its exposure, but is usually only a secondary means of publishing your work. The original publishing occurs in a conference proceedings, or with the journal.

Creative Commons License

You can use a Creative Commons License to let others know how your material may or may not be shared or reused. Creative Commons offers six licenses, plus the Creative Commons Public Domain Dedication (you waive all copyright and related rights to a work).

The Creative Commons Web site helps you select the appropriate license.